PEACE OF MIND

LESS BREAKDOWNS

ColdArc’s ‘Asset Guard’ gives you peace of mind knowing you’ll never be
without those crucial elements that keep your business running. Our
commercial air conditioning and refrigeration maintenance program is
individually tailored to minimise your expenditure, helping you get the most
out of your site assets without breaking the bank.
Our expert refrigeration technicians will manage and maintain all of your site
assets through scheduled service maintenance, giving your assets more reliability
and less breakdowns. With most site outgoings contributed to air conditioning
and refrigeration repairs and over-running costs, Asset Guard is the most
effective way to manage all of your business’s refrigeration needs.
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GET STARTED TODAY
ColdArc’s Asset Guard program is 100% proven and our track record speaks for itself.
Schedule a site inspection today.
Email: manager@coldarc.com.au • Phone: 0401 336 596
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
We use Cold Arc because they have proven to be reliable and
perform quality work. When we have a problem they are available
without hesitation. Nothing is too much trouble and I know the job
will be done right - in our industry that means everything.
SCOTT ARMSTRONG - SUNSHINE COAST HOTELS
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COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
ColdArc offers comprehensive support for commercial air conditioning and refrigeration clients
through professional design, installation, maintenance and 24hr repairs. We specialise in
servicing hotels, supermarkets, restaurants and clubs. Our exciting range of service offerings
include 24hr equipment repairs, temperature monitoring, customised cool room constructions
and even industry based energy consulting.
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